Novel ascorbic acid-resistive nitroxide in a lipid emulsion: an efficient brain imaging contrast agent for MRI of small rodents.
Nitroxides have recently been used as redox-sensitive contrast agents for both MRI and EPR imaging. However, the rapid in vivo reduction in paramagnetism of nitroxides due to reductants such as ascorbic acid (AsA) has limited their use as contrast agents. This study developed a formulation of a newly synthesized AsA-resistive nitroxide (2,2,6,6-tetraethylpiperidine-4-one-1-oxyl (TEEPONE)) with a lipid emulsion system and examined the in vivo stability of TEEPONE by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MRI of mouse heads after administration of TEEPONE clearly indicated that TEEPONE has a remarkable in vivo stability and is a blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeable nitroxide. MRI also showed that TEEPONE is preferentially localized in the mouse brain. The distribution of TEEPONE in the mouse head can be controlled by the lipid content in the emulsion system used to solubilize TEEPONE.